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Here we are closing in on the end of another 
winter harvest season. The different regions 
of our state’s weather was variable: some with 
snow, some nearly without. The one thing 
we all had was the sub-zero cold stretch in 
February. The word I mostly hear is the mills 
are filling their yards, so markets are getting 
tight! There are always rumors of some kind of 
market moving in. We can only hope.

One nice thing to hear was when construction 
on Line 3 finally kicked off. Some of the loggers 
and truckers, plus many workers from various 
trades in our state, have had the opportunity 
to work on the project and do well. So 
congratulations to those who took advantage of 
it, and also to Enbridge for their perseverance. 
We need our fuel prices to stay reasonable. 
Hopefully Line 3 will be some help.

At the last Executive Committee meeting, Mike and Ray filled us in 
on what was going on with various subjects at the legislature and with 
the association. As always, I say TPA is our organization, only with 
everyone’s input. No matter what your thoughts are, contact Mike or Ray 
and together we can continue to make TPA better and stronger.

Executive Committee
Rod Enberg: 218-352-6175
Corey Lovdahl: 218-244-4580
Kelly Kimball: 218-849-5222
Brady Hasbargen: 218-368-2700
Kurt Benson: 218-835-4525

TPA Staff
Mike Birkeland: 218-390-7883
Ray Higgins: 218-722-5013

President’s 

Column

Timber Bulletin 
 

  

TTRRUUSSTTEEDD  PPRROODDUUCCTTSS..  
EEXXCCEEPPTTIIOONNAALL  SSEERRVVIICCEE..  

CCHHEECCKK  UUSS  OOUUTT    
TTOODDAAYY  AATT::  

  
MMiiddSSttaatteessHHyyddrraauulliiccss..ccoomm  

CCOORRPPOORRAATTEE  OOFFFFIICCEE::    
  MMeeddffoorrdd,,  WWII      ··    771155--774488--55556655  

  
BBRRAANNCCHH  OOFFFFIICCEE::                  

AApppplleettoonn,,  WWII    ··    992200--668877--99775500  

DDoonn’’tt  ffoorrggeett  ttoo  ccaallll  uuss  ffoorr  
aallll  ooff  yyoouurr  hhyyddrraauulliicc  nneeeeddss..    

  
EEvveerryytthhiinngg  yyoouu  nneeeedd,,  aallll  iinn  

oonnee  ppllaaccee..    

“Insuring the Timber Industry since 1946!”
Trucks, Equipment and General Liability are our specialty

Contact Butch, Lonny or any of our agents at 800-934-LOGS (5647)

Rod Enberg

Minnesota Timber
Producers Association
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218-348-7756
    www.dondenssalesinc.com
www.galvastartrailers.com

HIGH STRENGTH - LIGHT WEIGHT

BUILT TO LAST

NEW DESIGN! ADJUSTABLE FLATBED BUNKS
Will Fit any width trailer. Easy Install or remove in minutes
Adjustable Bottom, 2 5ft stakes, $475/each (bottom & 2 Stakes)

2021 PRATT 41’ 4 BUNK w/ Disc Brakes, 30K 
Intrax, 9’6” Stakes, $47,500 w/FET 

2021 5 BUNK, 2 Lifts, $48,500 w/ FET

2020 RAVENS 5 BUNK LOG TRAILER, 12,500# 
empty weight, std. w/ front & rear lifts, long travel 

susp., Add $3,600 for disc brakes. . . . $52,500 w/FET

MORE THAN 
TRAILERS... LOG 

TRANSPORTATION 
HEADQUARTERS!

135 & Hwy 210, Carlton, MN

NEW 4 BUNK CRIB TRAILER w/ NEW HOOD 7000 
LOADER 8.5” Bunks, Front & Rear Gates, Tri Axle w/ 
Front & Rear LIfts, In Stock Ready To Go $86,500 w/ FET

* DEALER FOR HOOD & BARKO LOADERS *

PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA

GALVANIZED TRUCK RACKS FOR LOADER TRUCKS 
AFFORDABLY PRICED! 

HIGH STRENGTH! LIGHT WEIGHT! 
Basic System Starting @ $6,500 

Many Options Available
IN STOCK!

IN STOCK!

IN STOCK!

IN STOCK!

IN STOCK!
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By most accounts, it hasn’t been 
too bad a winter in the woods. We 
hadn’t heard much cold-weather 
snow “crunch” under our boots for 
the first couple of months of winter 
– but when the cold snap hit – it hit 
with a vengeance.

At the time of this writing, I’m 
not sure if the February deep 
freeze will be classified as another 
“Polar Vortex,” but it’s probably a 
good thing Minnesota didn’t host 
the Super Bowl this year. Temps 
dropped to minus 30 degrees across 
most of northern Minnesota on 

Super Bowl 
weekend – 
and stayed 
below zero 
long enough 
to help us 
remember 
what winter 
feels like.

Cold 
winters 
are what I 
remember 
as a kid 
growing up 
along the 
Canadian 
border in 

the 1970s. I chuckle, because my dad 
– who is into his 83rd year on this 
earth, likes to tell stories about how 
cold it used to be “back in the day.”

And you know what? He’s right 
(just don’t tell him I said that, 
because that’s hard for a son—
regardless of age—to say). 

In fact, data that is tracked 
by the Minnesota DNR, the 
University of Minnesota, and 
scores of other concerned scientists 
shows that, February’s cold snap 
notwithstanding, winters in 
Minnesota are shorter and warmer 
than they were 50, 75, and even 100 
years ago. 

So … does that mean the sky is 
falling, or that the world is coming 
to an end?

Whatever the answer, we have an 
opportunity to insert the message 
that logging and active forest 
management are necessary and 
vital to combat climate change, i.e., a 
“natural” climate solution. 

***

Here’s what I also tell legislators, 
reporters, opinion leaders, and 
doomsday prognosticators: 
Minnesota’s logging and forest 
products industry is essential, 
resilient, and adaptable. 

And whether it’s technology, 
time, or temperature, Minnesota 
loggers know how to adjust and 
adapt to sustain healthy forests, 
healthy families, a healthy climate, 
and healthy rural communities in 
Minnesota. 

Here’s another fact: Young, 
healthy forests, and active forest 
management play a vital role in 
“Natural Climate Solutions.” 

So what does that mean? Well, all 
of Minnesota, including our friends 
in the 612 and 651 telephone area 
codes, benefit from active forest 
management. 

Young, healthy forests soak up 
carbon like a sponge. Trees can be 
harvested and turned into products 
that store carbon. And forests can 
be renewed before they die, decay, 
or burn up, and produce harmful 
carbon emissions, devastation, and 
destruction like California’s forests 
in Sept. 2020.

Trees lock up carbon. So do forest 
products - like the chairs we sit 
on, the homes we live in and the 
books we read. Consider this (even 
if you doubt that climate change is 
occurring): 

• Forest products store carbon 
for the long-term – growing and 
harvesting trees is an important 
investment in the health of our 
forests.

• Active forest management 
and forest products are our 
greatest natural solution to 
combat climate change. We 
need policies (and funding) 
that support active forest 
management and regeneration 
of our forests.
• Young forests capture 
12-15% of the nation’s annual 
carbon emissions as they grow.
• Young trees sequester 
carbon as they grow, and 
forest products store carbon 
for the long-term – sometimes 
hundreds of years.

Whether we like it or not – the 
issue of climate change, especially 
for the next four years, will be front 
and center on our political and 
policy landscape. In times like these, 
it’s important that “true believers” 
and “skeptics” agree that Minnesota 
forests, and Minnesota loggers, are 
part of the solution, and we’ll adapt 
as necessary to benefit the health of 
our forests, our communities, our 
environment – and the health of our 
climate. 

So … keep at it – adapt as 
necessary. And help the world in the 
process.

That’s a story we all need to tell.

Wheel Loaders, Crawlers, Track Excavators
Loader Backhoes, Skidders, Skid-Steer
Loaders, Engines and Transmissions

“Rely on our experience–Est. 1967”

www.sewlparts.com - parts@sewlparts.com
4535 State Route 3 N • PO Box 136

Wolf Lake, IL 62998

1-800-626-6046

USED REPAIR PARTS

Executive Vice 
President’s

Column

Mike Birkeland
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BABAC® Tire Chains are assembled by hand and manufactured 
of high quality materials, with special emphasis on a uniform 
hardness and tensile strength. Extensive testing and practical 
experiences have shown that BABAC® chains endure  
more wear, resulting in a longer service life.

www.babactirechains.com Made in the USA

info@wallingfords.com 

800.323.3708
Proud sponsor 

of the American 
Loggers Council

Marketed Worldwide by 

For the dealer nearest you, contact us. 

Visit our new website at www.wallingfords.com
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Member Feature...

Learning Curve
on the loan had been done over 
the phone. At the first face-to-face 
meeting, it seemed like there was a 
glitch.

“I walked in there and met the 
banker,” Skyler says, “and it didn’t 
seem like we really got anywhere. 
And I wasn’t sure why.”

It didn’t take the Johnsons long to 
figure it out.

“Turns out that after realizing 
how young we were, they weren’t 
going to do the deal,” Skyler 
smiles. “I wasn’t quite 18 yet, and 
I wasn’t going to turn 18 until like 
a few weeks after I graduated high 
school.”

You see, when Colee, Skyler, and 
Clay started the firewood business 

in 2006, none of them even had a 
driver’s license yet. Colee was 15, 
Skyler was 13, and Clay was 10.

Now aged 30, 28, and 25 
respectively, the Johnsons are 
already in their second decade as 
full-time loggers. Today they’re, 
operating on a 9000-cord state sale 
west of Devil Track Lake near Grand 
Marais. Roughly 60 percent of it 
is aspen, 30 percent is birch, and 
the rest is balsam and spruce. The 
sawlogs will go to nearby Hedstrom 
Lumber, and the aspen pulp will 
be hauled to Louisiana Pacific’s 
Two Harbors siding mill. The rest 
will either be stockpiled or sold for 
firewood.

Firewood used to be the brothers’ 

Connor Ingram, Skyler Johnson, Clay Johnson, and Colee Johnson of Johnson Brothers Firewood.

Three brothers in Grand Marais were still in their teens when they started their 
logging business. Ten years later, they’re still learning, and still going strong.

Brothers Colee, Skyler, and 
Clay Johnson had a successful 
firewood business, operating from 
their home in Hovland, just up the 
North Shore from Grand Marais.  
They purchased their timber from 
a local logger, and when that logger 
decided to sell his equipment and 
move south to Texas, the brothers 
thought it was a good idea to buy 
the machines and log, too. They 
talked with a local banker, shared 
their balance sheet, and secured 
financing. Everything was looking 
good.

“We had enough cash from the 
firewood business for the 25 percent 
down payment,” Skyler says.

But most of the preliminary work 
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Colee Johnson harvests spruce with a Tigercat 822C feller buncher for Johnson 
Brothers Firewood.

Connor Ingram drives the Tigercat 630E skidder.

bread and butter, re-starting an old, 
abandoned firewood operation their 
father Rusty used to use.

“He had a wood splitter, wood 
conveyor and everything that he 
built himself,” Skyler says. “He was 
a teenager into his twenties when 
he used it. It was sitting on our 
property in Hovland. So when we 
got old enough, we pulled the whole 
thing out the woods, put a different 
motor on it, and got it working.”

Johnson Brothers Firewood, LLC 
was born. They bought timber 
from local logger Doug Popham, 
and started processing firewood 
and taking orders. There was one 
problem. No one was old enough to 
drive.

“Skyler was into buying and 
selling cars,” Clay says. “He bid on a 
flat-bed pick-up at a county auction 
when he was about 13 years old, and 
got it.”

“I wanted to resell it and double 
my money,” Skyler says.

“But our dad said this truck works 
perfect for firewood delivery,” Clay 
adds.  

Rusty ended up making the first 
few deliveries until Colee turned 
16 and got his license. From there, 
the brothers handled everything, 
the splitting, bundling, and the 
deliveries, all on their own. They 
figured it would be a good way to 
fund their college educations.

“We were doing pretty well,” 
Skyler says.

Even after Colee graduated from 

Cook County High in 2009 and 
headed to Central Lakes College in 
Brainerd to study heavy equipment 
operation and maintenance, he 
still came back every weekend.  
Skyler and Clay were cutting and 
delivering firewood during the 
week, and Colee would join them 
every chance he got.

That year, while Skyler was a high 
school senior, Popham decided he 
wanted to sell his equipment and 
head south. Knowing how hard the 
brothers worked, he asked if they 
wanted to get into logging, too.

“We were a little undecided 
at first,” Skyler says. I had a 

scholarship for Lake Superior 
College in Duluth, and Colee was at 
Central Lakes. We had it all planned 
out to go a different route. But when 
this presented itself, we went out 
with Doug a few weekends in the 
wintertime to see what it was all 
about. So, I ran skidder for four or 
five weekends for him that winter.
Colee probably did it the other 
four or five weekends. And Doug 
showed us some numbers and said 
we could make a little better money 
than firewood, so we decided to 
give it a try. We had pretty good 
amount of money saved up from the 
firewood business.”

At this point, the brothers’ 
exposure to logging hadn’t been 
very extensive. Rusty is a mechanic 
by trade and the boys had tagged 
along when he’d gone to the woods 
to work on logging equipment a 
time or two, but that was about 
it. Popham showed them the 
ropes, explaining how much they 
could make per cord, how much 
production they could expect each 
day, even taking Skyler to a DNR 
timber auction to see how that 
worked.

“I bought our first couple of sales 
when I was still 17,” Skyler chuckles.

Once the Johnsons found another 
lender to help them finance the 
purchase of Popham’s feller 
buncher, delimber, skidder, and 
slasher, they turned to logging full-
time. Not that it was easy,

“We definitely struggled,” Skyler 
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says. “I didn’t know what to expect 
at the time. But we didn’t plan on 
quitting, so we figured it out.”

The learning curve was huge, 
learning not only about forestry and 
the forest management guidelines, 
but also how to run a business 
profitably. Over time the Johnsons 
have looked for efficiencies, 
modifying their operation. For one 
thing, they’ve purchased two cut-
to-length processors to handle the 
delimbing and slashing.

“We’d seen some videos online 
of it done this way,” Skyler says. 
“We heard of a processor for sale 
up in Thunder Bay, so we went 
and looked at it. We still weren’t 
sold on the idea, but I hopped in 
with the owner and he cut a pile of 
eight-footers, about three cords in 
about ten minutes. And I knew we 
weren’t doing that with our limber 
and slasher, so we were pretty much 
sold.”

Of course, the brothers had to 
work up to that pace once they got 
the processor to Grand Marais.

“We got down here, and I went 
to try to do what that guy did and 
tried to cut wood the first day with 
it. And think I cut about 10 cords all 
day,” Skyler laughs. “We thought, 
maybe we made a mistake here. But 
after about a month or something, 
I started to get the hang of it pretty 
good.”

It wasn’t long before they decided 
to buy a second processor to help 
keep up with the production of the 
buncher and skidder. Skyler and 
Clay operate the processors, while 
Colee handles the feller buncher 
and cousin Connor Ingram drives 
skidder.

The other advantage with the 
processors: they provide the 
versatility to cut 8-footers to be 

delivered to the mill, or up to 
16-footers for firewood processing.
Plus, the processors have been 
utilized to harvest wood a time or 
two when their buncher was down 
for maintenance or repair.

As for the firewood operation, dad 
Rusty has taken that over, returning 
to the business he actually started 
forty years or so ago.

“Once we started logging,” Clay 
says, “Dad said we had too good 
of a business going to just let it go, 
so he went and bought a firewood 
processor.”

“We haul all of the 16-foot birch 
out to my dad’s property and he 
actually does the processing now for 
us and the deliveries,” Skyler says. 
“He was out of the business for all 
those years and now he’s a sub-
contractor for us.”

Their mom Kathi is also involved, 
handling the books for both 
Johnson Brothers Firewood and 

Harvested spruce on the landing at Johnson Brothers Firewood’s landing near Grand Marais.

Clay Johnson processes birch with a Tigercat H845C processor. It’s one of two 
processors used by Johnson Brothers Firewood. The other is a Tigercat H855C.

Rusty’s businesses. Hauling is 
subcontracted to local truckers, and 
the brothers handle as much of their 
own maintenance and repair as 
possible. Logging conditions have 
been pretty good so far this winter, 
with not a lot of snow. Temperatures 
this morning were around -15 with 
more cold weather in the forecast. 
Markets could be better—the Verso 
closure in Duluth didn’t help things 
and the Johnsons are looking for 
homes for their spruce and balsam, 
but with only Colee now in his 30s, 
the brothers remain optimistic and 
ready to face challenges that come 
along.

“There’s a good mixture of wood 
in this area,” Skyler says. “There 
are some pine plantations, and 
everything else is pretty much 
a mixture of aspen, spruce and 
balsam. We’re always open to 
anything, trying new things. It all 
just depends on the markets.”
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Choice Insurance is the largest Independent Agency of wood / forest product companies in the region and one of
the largest nationally.

Choice Insurance writes all lines of coverage for the following
Industries: Sawmills and Planing Mills, Pallet and Truss
Manufacturing, Cabinet, Door, Furniture, and Flooring
manufacturing, Retail and Wholesale Building Material

Distributors, and Logging Businesses.

 
 

 

For More information, contact Jay Eystad 
at (218) 255-0446 or at jeystad@insurewithchoice.com
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The Timber Bulletin publishes 
information regarding results of a 
sampling of recent timber sales and 
other market indicators, as well as 
other market-related news items.

Recent Timber Sales 
Average prices, as reported
by each agency

Agency Regular Intermediate
DNR—Tower Area 
December 3rd—Sealed Bid
Aspen 
Species (PW) $23.38 $31.33
Trembling 
Aspen (PW) $40.39 $28.83
Mixed 
Hdwds (PW) $19.93 $11.22
White 
Pine (WST) $25.09 NA
Norway 
Pine (WST) $31.19 NA
18 of the 19 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Itasca County 
December 7th—Oral Auction
Aspen   $37.82 $31.64
Red Pine $40.14 $34.76
Spruce  $20.34 $11.37
Jack Pine $28.68 $17.30
41 of the 52 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Clearwater County
December 9th—Oral Auction
Aspen Pulp NA $38.44
Basswood Pulp NA $19.75
Oak Pulp NA $19.81
All 6 tracts offered during the sale 
were purchased.

On the Markets
DNR—Bemidji Area
December 21st—Sealed Bid
Aspen 
Species (PW) $39.62 $37.87
White 
Spruce (PB) $11.50 $44.73
Norway 
Pine (WST) $68.30 $80.41
Norway 
Pine (PB) $22.48 $39.49
25 of the 35 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—Cloquet Area
December 21st—Sealed Bid
Aspen 
Species (PW) NA $28.14
Aspen 
Species (PB) $26.69 NA
Maple 
Species (PB) $20.41  $19.87
Red Oak (PB) $32.34  $28.70
6 of the 11 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—Deer River Area
December 21st—Sealed Bid
Aspen 
Species (PW) $38.74 $36.88
Trembling
Aspen (PW) $28.74 $36.91
Paper
Birch (PB) $16.78 $20.92
14 of the 22 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Carlton County
December 10th—Sealed Bid
Aspen   $35.83 NA
Northern
Hdwds $14.88 NA
Red pine bolts $43.42 NA
Red pine pulp $11.34 NA
All 6 tracts offered during the sale 
were purchased.

DNR—Aitkin Area
December 14th—Sealed Bid
Aspen 
Species (PW) $33.53 $29.25
Ash (PB) $  4.89 $  8.37
Maple 
Species (PB) $  6.69 $  7.10
Black 
Spruce (PB) NA $17.26
25 of the 44 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Lake County 
December 15th—Sealed Bid
Aspen P&B $23.97 NA
Maple P&B $11.24 NA
Balsam P&B $  2.45 NA
Ash Pulp $  3.97 NA
5 of the 11 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Aitkin County
December 15th—Oral Auction
Aspen P/B $30.05 NA
Mixed 
Hdwds P/B $  8.80 NA
Maple P/B $11.03 NA
Tamarack P/B $  6.00 NA
28 of the 41 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Cass County 
December 17th—Sealed Bid
Aspen  $30.38 $31.48
Red Oak NA $27.13
JackPine $16.13 NA
All 8 tracts offered during the sale 
were purchased.

 BOX 1008  •  CASS LAKE, MN 56633  •  218-335-2694

www.cassforest.com

 Buying Fresh Logs: Red and White Pine
Pine Bolts: Jack, Red and White

For Specifi cations Call 218-335-2694
www.NorthAmericaSupply.comwww.NorthAmericaSupply.com

Wire Rope
Saw Bars and Chain  
Skidder Chains  
Tracks & More!

IntroducingIntroducing

Shop OnlineShop Online

$$500  500  
Free Free 

Freight!Freight!
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DNR—Littlefork Area
December 22nd—Sealed Bid
Aspen
Species (PW) $31.79 $27.83
Aspen
Species (PB) NA $39.86
Trembling
Aspen (PB) NA $39.02
Black
Spruce (PW) $16.66 $10.13
18 of the 23 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—Warroad Area
December 29th—Sealed Bid
Aspen
Species (PW) $26.81 $24.83
Jack Pine (PB) $26.24 $23.77
Norway
Pine (PB) $36.65 $35.76
Mixed
Spruce (PB) NA $  6.82
36 of the 52 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—Backus Area
January 5th—Sealed Bid
Aspen
Species (PW) $31.11 $29.32
Pine
Species (PB) $28.25 NA
Oak
Species (PB) $31.34 $29.74
Norway
Pine (WST) NA $78.30
8 of the 16 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—NE Region
January 6th—Sealed Bid
Aspen
Species (PW) $34.89 $37.12
Trembling
Aspen (PW) $33.79 $27.72
Aspen
Species (PB) $41.86 $37.00
Mixed
Spruce (PB) $11.82 $21.53
Norway
Pine (WST) $78.38 NA
39 of the 58 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—Two Harbors Area
January 7th—Sealed Bid
Trembling
Aspen (PW) $  6.01 $30.54
3 of the 16 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—NW Region
January 11th—Sealed Bid
Aspen
Species (PW) $28.57 $22.83
Trembling
Aspen (PB) $29.83 $33.30
Norway
Pine (PB) $35.08 $46.28
Jack Pine (PB) $16.82 $25.79
44 of the 58 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

DNR—Sandstone Area
January 12th—Sealed Bid
Trembling
Aspen (PW) $44.44 $36.91
Aspen
Species (PB) $46.20 NA
Red
Maple (PW) $39.91 NA
Norway
Pine (PB) NA $49.44
11 of the 23 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Hubbard County 
January 13th—Sealed Bid
Aspen Pulp $39.09 NA
Birch Pulp $10.81 NA
Oak P/B $17.37 NA
All 9 tracts offered during the sale 
were purchased.

Cass County 
January 28th—Sealed Bid
Aspen $37.26 $26.64
Red Oak $20.70 $32.03
Birch $20.70 $16.87
6 of the 7 tracts offered during the 
sale were purchased.

Products:
PB = Pulp and Bolts
WMP = Woodsrun Mixed Products
WC = Woodsrun Cordwood
ST = Sawtimber
WST = Woodsrun Sawtimber
PW = Pulpwood
SLV = Sawlogs/Veneer

Quality	Preowned	Construction	&	Forestry	Equipment	
Contact-	Erik	Lunemann,	Brainerd,	MN	

	Mobile	218-821-7485	
www.lunequip.com	

Visit	@LunemannEquipmentCo	on	Facebook
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Truck Weights — 
Everything You Need to Know
We’re often asked to clarify 
what the regulations are regarding 
truck weights at different points 
of the year under different 
circumstances.

In consulting with officials at 
the State Patrol and at MNDOT, 
we’ve put together the following 
information that we hope clears 
up any questions you might have.
We’ve also including answers to 
“Frequently Asked Questions” 
regarding truck weights.

Legal Load Limits:
• Summer Hauling Weight Limit 

– 5 Axle Units: 80,000 lbs
• Summer Hauling Weight Limit 

– 6 Axle Units: 90,000 lbs
• Winter Hauling Weight Limit – 

5 Axle Units: 88,000 lbs

• Winter Hauling Weight Limit – 
6 Axle Units: 99,000 lbs

You must have a MnDOT permit 
to haul the extra weight with 6 
axles. A copy of this permit must be 
kept in the truck at all times.

Relevant Evidence Exemption:
The “Relevant Evidence 

Exemption” provides that a 
weight record kept at the place 
of unloading may not be used to 
develop a civil overweight case if 
the gross weights of the truck do 
not exceed the legal limits by more 
than 10%. This exemption does not 
apply to a truck that is weighed by 
enforcement officers at a fixed scale 
site or roadside with portable scales.

5% Tolerance Law:
The “5% Tolerance Law” provides 

that overweight fines and penalties 
may not be issued if the weight of 
the truck or its axles do not exceed 
the registered gross weight by 
more than 5%, when weighed at the 
roadside. This does not mean that a 
truck that has a gross weight within 
5% of its registered gross weight is a 
legal truck, it is simply a tolerance.

Note: Do not mistakenly combine 
these two tolerances for a total 
exemption. They are independent 
of each other. 5% is for roadside 
only and 10% is for civil case 
exemptions at the point of delivery. 
Additionally, there are no tolerances 
allowed on the Interstate Highway 
System beyond 99,000 pounds.
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Truck Weights — Wood Hauling
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What is the legal weight limit 
for summer hauling?
A: 80,000 lbs with a 5 axle unit and 
90,000 lbs with a 6 axle unit.

Q: What is the legal weight limit 
for winter hauling?
A: 88,000 lbs with a 5 axle unit and 
99,000 lbs with a 6 axle unit.

Q: Do I need a permit to haul the 
extra 10,000 lbs with a six axle 
unit?
A: Yes. The permits are issued by 
MnDOT. A copy of the permit must 
be kept in the truck at all times.

Q: If I have a 6 axle unit and a 
permit can I haul the extra weight 
allowed anywhere?
A: No. You may not haul the extra 
weight on Interstate Highways—
except on Interstate 35 between TH 
210 (mile marker 235.4) and London 
Road in Duluth (mile marker 259.5) 
or on any roads or across any 
bridges that are posted for lower 
weight limits.

Q: What is the “Relevant 
Evidence” exemption?
A: The “Relevant Evidence 
Exemption” provides that civil 
penalties may not be issued based 
on information gathered from 
weight receipts at delivery sites, if 
the total weight of the loaded truck 
is within 10% of the permitted limit 
with a permit or legal limit without 
a permit. This does not apply to 
trucks weighed on the roadside. 
This does not mean that a load 10% 
over the limits as shown above is a 
legal load.

Q: Does the “Relevant Evidence” 
exemption mean that I can legally 
haul 108,900 lbs with a 6 axle 
permit in the winter?
A: No. It simply means that you 
cannot be assessed a civil penalty 
based on information gathered from 
weight receipts at delivery sites, if 
the total weight of the loaded truck 
is within 10% of the permitted limit 
of 99,000 lbs.

Q: Does the “Relevant Evidence” 
exemption mean that I can legally 
haul 99,000 lbs with a 6 axle permit 
in the summer?
A: No. It simply means that you 
cannot be assessed a civil penalty 
based on information gathered from 
weight receipts at delivery sites, if 
the total weight of the loaded truck 
is within 10% of the permitted limit 
of 90,000 lbs.

Q: What amount of overweight 
will I be assessed a civil penalty 
for if I am over the 10% provided 
in the “Relevant Evidence” 
exemption?
A: The first two civil penalties 
within a 12 month period will be 
$150 each. After that, you will be 
assessed civil penalties as follows:

“Summer” (non-winter weight increase/
spring load restriction time period)
• If you are permitted for 90,000 

lbs. and you have 6 axles, and 
you exceed the 90,000 lb. permit 
weight by more than 10% or 
9,000 lbs., you will be assessed 
civil penalties for the amount 
of weight over the 90,000 lb. 
permitted weight limit.

• Example: If you weigh 103,000 
lbs. you will be assessed 
penalties based on 13,000 lbs. of 
overweight. 103,000 – 90,000 = 
13,000.

“Winter” (winter weight increase time 
period)
• If you are permitted for 99,000 

lbs. and you exceed the 99,000 
lbs. by more than 10% or 9,900 
lbs., you will be assessed civil 
penalties for the amount of 
weight over the “permitted 
winter weight” of 99,000 lbs.

• Example: If you weigh 110,000 
lbs. you will be assessed civil 
penalties based on 11,000 lbs. of 
overweight.  110,000 – 99,000 = 
11,000.

 
Q: What is the 5% Tolerance Law?
A: The “5% Tolerance Law” provides 
that overweight citations may not be 
issued when a truck is weighed at 
roadside scales, if the gross weight 
of the truck and/or the gross axle 
weights are within 5% of the legal 
limits without a permit or within 
5% of the permitted weights with a 
permit. This does not mean that a 
load 5% over the limits shown is a 
legal load.

Protection, Performance and Peace of Mind.

Let Otis-Magie Help You Get There.

We are staffed to provide the following endorsed programs  
for members of the Minnesota Timber Producers Association:

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Group Health Insurance • Group Dental Insurance

Insurance Section 125 Plans • Group Life Insurance

Daniel J. Zobel CIC
Certified Insurance Counselor

Duluth | 332 W Superior Street Suite 700
218.722.7753 -or- 1.800.241.2425

www.otismagie.com
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Safety 
Pays

Even some of the most routine 
tasks can result in work-comp 
injuries that have financial 
consequences to a company for 
years to come.

And these injuries aren’t just ones 
you read about in other far-away 
states. Some hit much closer to 
home.

One such injury at a small, 
northern Minnesota independent 
logger involved an employee 
performing routine maintenance on 
a piece of equipment. The accident 
occurred in December of 2019 and is 
still an open, on-going claim. 

“He was greasing a skidder, 
slipped and fell off,” the owner 
said describing the accident. “He 
was stepping from a tire to the fuel 
tank, slipped and probably fell 4-5 
feet.” It’s a task that many logging 
companies require in order to 
maintain equipment.

The accident resulted in a torn 
and dislocated shoulder that has 
now grown into a projected $74,313 
claim. That’s a great deal of payout 
tied to a small employer that 
averages $5-10K annual work-comp 
premiums.

There’s been an MRI, a surgery 
and two rounds of therapy to 
date. And to make things worse, 
COVID-19 dragged out the length 
of the claim because the hospital 
wasn’t performing any surgeries last 
spring and early summer.

When conducting the informal 
accident investigation, the owner 
said there were several violations 
of company protocol. The one that 
most likely would have prevented 
the injury was maintaining 3 
points of contact when climbing on 
equipment.

“He didn’t do that,” the owner 
said.  “And he wasn’t a new 
employee.  He’s been with us for 
years.” 

When it comes to dissecting the 
most dangerous jobs in America, the 
logging industry certainly has a seat 

at the table in any discussion.
For police officers or firefighters, 

for example, the exposure to injury 
is well known and comes with the 
profession. The hazards known 
to the logging industry are also 
well known, but are maybe a bit 
less conspicuous in the day-to-day 
routine. But, the end result of an 
injury in the logging profession can 
be undoubtedly severe.

Added to the challenge, often 
loggers work in rural locations.  
Access to emergency services can 
be several minutes away. As a way 
to render emergency treatment as 
soon a possible, Minnesota loggers 
are required to maintain training 
in first aid and Cardiopulmonary 
Resuscitation (CPR). Such training 
can prove invaluable until an 
injured logger can be transported to 
a medical facility.

There are 5 key areas to consider 
when trying to prevent logging 
injuries. Those areas included 
are: 1. Falling objects. 2. Struck-by 
objects. 3. Slips/Trips/Falls on site. 4. 
Caught-in-between. 5. Motor-vehicle 
accidents.

Falling objects: Loggers get paid 
to harvest timber. To meet that end, 
trees need to fall. Objects like logs 
and limbs are not only heavy, but 

most often fall from heights which 
increases the chances of severe 
injuries. Site meetings to discuss 
the plans for the day and safety 
precautions to be taken care prove 
invaluable to heightening employee 
awareness to potential falling 
hazards.

Struck-by objects: Though 
chainsaws in Minnesota logging 
have become somewhat dinosaurs 
on site, they are still a valuable tool 
in the field. Kickbacks and whiplash 
from the stored energy of bent or 
bound tree limbs hold the huge 
potential for injuries.

Slips/Trips/Falls: Minnesota 
weather plays a heavy hand 
when it comes to slips/trips/falls 
on a logging site. Winter snow 
and ice increase the chances of 
suddenly slipping, sometimes even 
when being careful. In addition, 
climbing on and off equipment and 
navigating the ground full of ruts 
and tree limbs on the log deck itself 
both pose potential pitfalls.

Caught-in-between:  It’s easy for 
worker limbs, most-notably hands 
and feet, to be caught between 
logs and equipment. And again, 
the weight and energy of what 
those limbs are caught between is 
unforgiving.

By John Saccoman, 
Mackinaw Administrators, LLC.
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Motor-vehicle accidents: Many 
loggers in Minnesota have their 
own fleet of pick-up trucks, which 
haul both employees and fuel to the 
jobsite. In addition, many employers 
also have the wood-hauling trucks 
that take the finished product to the 
mills. All the variables of driving 
large, heavy loads come into play, 
including other drivers and weather 
when it comes to logging-vehicle 
accidents.

The question then is how do 
companies fight back? What can 
a company do to prevent such 
exposure to injuries often with 
tragic outcomes? There are a few 
suggestions which will help fight 
back. 

1. Have a company safety program 
with some safe operating 
procedures (SOPs) that are 
expected to be learned and 
followed by employees and 
enforced by the employer.
There’s an old saying that “if 

you condone it, you own it.”  
Rules that aren’t followed by 
employees and enforced by 
employers most times will end 
up leading to behavior that 
results in injuries.

2. Clearly define employee work 
areas. Loggers need to know 
where they should be and 
maybe more importantly, 
should not be when cutting 
activities are occurring.

3. Implement a daily plan. Have 
a discussion with the crew and 
outline what the goals are for 
that day, while talking about 
how to do it safely.

4. Conduct jobsite safety 
inspections. Such inspections 
don’t need to last for hours, but 
do need to be purposeful.  The 
thought is to identify hazards 
or problem areas and come up 
with solutions for abatement.

5. Provide the necessary personal 
protective equipment and make 
sure employees wear it. Steel-

Nelson Wood Shims is              
Buying Basswood Logs! 

• Length: Must be 100” 
• Diameter: 8 Inch Minimum, No max 
• Limbs: Well Trimmed, Flush with Bolt 
• No Bells, Rot or Crotches 
• Minimal Cracks and Sweep 
• Need to be Fresh Cut Logs 

Nelson Wood Shims  
500 N.W. 3rd Street • PO Box 395 • Cohasset, MN  55721 

(218)328-6203 • Fax (218) 328-6205                                    

Cloquet Scaling Yard         
& 24/7 Self Unloading 

Drop Site Available 

For more information 
Contact Crystal  

1-800-441-7390 ext. 127 
crystal.lewins@shims.com 

toed boots, gloves, eye-wear, 
hardhats and high-visibility 
vests should all be required.

6. Consider a fleet-safety program. 
It should include training 
drivers on safety policies and 
procedures including driving 
strategies, techniques and 
defensive driving. Having a 
plan for vehicle inspections, 
repair and maintenance is a 
must too. All drivers should be 
screened annually for a valid 
driver’s license.

Mackinaw Administrators, LLC is 
the third-party administrator of the 
TPA/Choice Insurance Workers Comp 
Program, working with program 
participants to increase safety, thereby 
reducing costs, including insurance 
premiums. For information on the TPA/
Workers Compensation Insurance 
Program, call the TPA Office, or Jay 
Eystad (218-255-0446) of Choice 
Insurance.
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Logger of the Year Nominations 
Being Accepted
The Minnesota Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative® Program 
Implementation Committee is now 
accepting nominations for the 2021 
Logger of the Year Award.  

The award is designed to 
recognize outstanding independent 
logging contractor performance, 
increase the visibility of competent 
professional independent logging 
contractors within the forestry 
community, encourage independent 
logging contractors to emulate the 
outstanding performance of award 
winners, and improve forester-
logger-landowner relations by 
publicly recognizing outstanding 
logging performance as an essential 
element of every planned timber 
harvest.

Among the areas in which 
nominees loggers will be evaluated 
are safety, forest management, 
timber harvesting practices, 

business management, as well as 
community involvement.

To nominate an outstanding 
logger, please go to the Minnesota 
Logger Education Program website 
at www.MLEP.org and download 
the electronic nomination form. 
Complete the nomination form 
describing why you think your 
nominee should receive the 
Minnesota SFI Implementation 
Committee Logger of the Year 
Award. Your nomination should 
include Letters of Support from 
peers, private landowners, agency 
staff, etc.

Nominations are due Friday 
March 5, 2021.

The winning logger will receive a 
$500 cash award and “2021 Logger 
of the Year” plaque. In addition, this 
year’s honoree will be nominated for 
FRA’s Regional and National Logger 
of the Year awards.

Previous Minnesota 
winners include: 

2006 - Rieger Logging, Inc.
2007 - McCabe Forest Products
2008 - Pittack Logging, Inc.
2009 - Berthiaume Logging LLC*
2010 - Lovdahl & Sons LLC
2011 - M&R Chips
2012 - Erickson Timber
2013 - Rolle Logging
2014 - Scheff Logging
2015 - Greg Cook Logging, Inc.
2016 - Hasbargen Logging*
2017 - Dobbs Logging
2018 - Shermer Logging*
2019 - JATCO, Inc.
2020 - Fjeran Forest Products

*Went on to be named National 
Logger of the Year
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Main Street, Rice, MN 56367 • Phone 320-393-2169 • Fax 320-393-2164
Contact: Jim or Al Voigt
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Companies 
Benefit 
Log A Load 
for Kids

A timber harvest north of 
Duluth was expected to net roughly 
$25,000 for the Log A Load for 
Kids program that benefits Gillette 
Children’s Specialty Healthcare 
through the Children’s Miracle 
Network.

The harvest was organized by 
Tom McCabe of McCabe Forest 
Products, aided by seven other 
companies who participated in the 
harvest in January and February.

“It was a team effort,” McCabe 
said. “it’s been fun organizing the 
whole thing. It’s a great cause and 
we’re glad to help out the kids.”

The St. Louis County sale 
included 250 cords of aspen, pine, 
birch, maple, balsam, and spruce.  
Waste Wood Recyclers handled 
the felling and slashing, Watters 
Excavating provided the delimbing, 
and Rick Olson did the skidding.

Several companies hauled 
the wood, including Demenge 
Trucking and Forest Products, Al’s 
Excavating, Kimball’s Enterprise, 
Shermer Logging, Rieger Trucking, 
McCabe Forest Products, Jerry 
Donek, and Chuck Van Dorn. 
Mills taking the timber included 
Hedstrom Lumber, Louisiana 
Pacific, Sappi, UPM Blandin, and 
Lester River Sawmill.

Log A Load for Kids is a 
nationwide program that began 
in 1988 when loggers and others 
in the forest products community 
donated the value of a load of logs 
to their local Children’s Miracle 
Network hospital. Today, Log A 
Load is a leader in CMN Hospitals’ 
fundraising, raising more than 
$2 million annually through golf 
tournaments, fishing events, 
dinners, truckloads of log donations 
and other events.

Willie Watters of Watters Excavating provided the delimber for the 
Log-A-Load Harvest.

Waste Wood Recyclers’ Kyle Ledin slashed harvested timber.

Rick Olson of McCabe Forest Products drove skidder at the recent Log-A-Load 
harvest.  Olson has worked for McCabe Forest Products since 1974.
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LET’S MAKE YOUR PLANS A REALITY, TOGETHER.
We see the potential in your plans. Our timber lending specialists 
provide financial solutions for your unique needs – from equipment 
loans and leases to real estate financing, fleet services and 
more – designed to give you the tools needed to succeed. And our 
experienced financial team will guide you every step of the way.

Partner with us to make your goals possible. 

   COMPEER.COM/GOALS (844) 426-6733 | #CHAMPIONRURAL

DON’T JUST SET YOUR GOALS.
GO GET YOUR GOALS.

Compeer Financial can provide assistance with timber financing and operations based on historical data and industry expertise. 
Compeer Financial does not provide legal advice or certified financial planning. Compeer Financial, ACA is an Equal Credit Opportunity 
Lender and Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer. ©2020 All rights reserved.

John Marchand
Sr. Timber Lending Specialist
(218) 216-3989  |  John.Marchand@compeer.com

Julie Miles
Associate Timber Lending Specialist
(218) 290-2260  |  Julie.Miles@compeer.com

GB® and Orbit® are marketed 
by Wallingford’s Inc. 

Tried, Tested, and Proven.Tried, Tested, and Proven.

Proud Sponsor

800.323.3708 | www.wallingfords.com | Dealer inquiries invited

Available in 3/8", .404" and 3/4", GB® Bars and Orbit® Saw Chain  
are a winning combination of performance and value that can't be beat! 

Known for their excellent spring back after bending, GB® Bars are  
arguably the hardest bar on the market. Made from Titanium alloy steel, 

their lifespan far exceeds that of the competition. Orbit® Saw Chain,  
also made from high quality alloy steel features a hard chrome finish  

on the cutters for precise, yet efficient cutting and durability.

Not convinced? Ask a friend who's tried them.  
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TPA Offers 401K 
program to Members
At its Fall meeting, TPA’s Board 
of Directors voted to offer its 
members the opportunity to join the 
association’s 401(k) program. This 
will allow TPA member companies 
to provide this additional benefit 
to their employees. And because 
these plans would be a part of the 
TPA 401(k) program, members’ 
administrative costs would be 
reduced, and their fiduciary 
responsibility would be minimized.

“We’re excited to make this 
opportunity available to our 
members,” said TPA President Rod 
Enberg. “Retaining good employees 
is always a challenge. Being able to 
offer them this benefit will help us 
keep good people working for us.”

TPA has partnered with Lincoln 
Financial, the longtime sponsor of 
its 401(k) program, as well as with 
Wheeler Associates, a Duluth-based 

wealth management and Employee 
benefits firm that has worked with 
its clients for more than 85 years. 
Ryan Coole and Tiffany Tomassoni 
from Wheeler will be collaborating 
with our members to optimize their 
retirement goals.

“I’ve already had the opportunity 
to meet with TPA members, and I’m 
looking forward to meeting with 
more,” Coole said. “As a life-long 
Duluthian, I know how important 
the timber industry is to our region. 
We’ll work with members and find 
the right solutions to help their 
businesses and employees.”

The opportunity for members 
of the same trade association to 
join the same retirement plan is 
relatively new. In late 2019, the US 
Department of Labor released a 
rule creating Multiple Employer 
Aggregation Programs (MEAPs).

“MEAPs allow small business 
owners to focus on what they 
know: their business,” said Lincoln 

Financial’s 
Paul 
Klinkenborg, 
longtime 
administrator 
of TPA’s 
401(k) 
program. 
“TPA 
members 
won’t have 
to be 401(k) 
experts. 
That’s our 
job. They 
can avoid 
much of the 
oversight and 
compliance 
concerns that 
come with 
offering their 
own plans, 
at similar 
or less cost 
than they are 
likely already 
paying, 
if they 
currently 
offer a 
retirement 
program.”

All TPA member companies are 
eligible for the program. For more 
information, call the TPA office at 
218-722-5013, or Ryan Coole at 218-
336-8524.

Coole

Tomassoni

Klinkenborg
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Five 
Common 
Retirement 
Plan 
Mistakes

If you pay attention to the 
retirement plan world, all the 
buzz is around revenue sharing, 
conflicts of interest and prohibited 
transactions – but the real issues are 
actually much simpler to follow.

There is an unlimited number 
of problems that can derail your 
workplace retirement plan in 2020, 
but the goal remains to provide 
the best possible benefit for your 
employees while maintaining good 
standing with the Internal Revenue 
Service. Keep an eye open for these 
common plan hiccups: 

Hardship withdrawals: If 
hardship distributions are part of 
your workplace retirement plan, 
they are only available for true 
hardships. Failure to comply could 
result in plan disqualification for 
all participants. The IRS mandates 
that plan sponsors verify one of 
six unique life events: unexpected 
medical expenses; costs related to 
purchase of a home; tuition and 
related educational fees/expenses; 
payments necessary to avoid 
eviction or foreclosure from primary 
home; burial or funeral expenses; 
expenses for the repair of your 
primary home due to catastrophic 
circumstances.

Participant eligibility: The 
adoption agreement is the all-
encompassing paperwork that 

Maintain Good Standing 
With the IRS for 
Employee Workforce 
Retirement Plans
By Ryan Coole

legally governs the workplace 
retirement plan. Every plan has its 
own unique standards to enter the 
plan, whether age-based, service-
based or both. The most common 
eligibility mistake is not when 
participants are eligible, but on 
what entry date they are able to 
participate in the plan. There is a 
big difference between meeting the 
eligibility requirements and the date 
at which employees can participate. 
Maintain accurate hiring records 
and be sure to verify that employee 
entry is in lockstep with the plan 
document. Mistakes with eligibility 
may result in plan contributions 
being removed from participant 
accounts or IRS plan-level 
consequences. As a good practice, 
make sure the company’s plan 
document is audited every couple 
of years by a fiduciary consultant 
to ensure the right protocols are in 
place for eligible participants.

Holding participant deferral: 
Mismanagement of employee 
funds are a real hot button for the 
Department of Labor (DOL) and 
IRS. Delaying employee deferrals 
into the plan is a red flag for any 
auditor and must be corrected 
for the plan to retain its qualified 
status. The current law requires 
that participant contributions 
be deposited in the plan as soon 
as administratively possible to 
segregate them from the company’s 
assets – but no later than the 15th 
business day of the month following 
the payday. Put simply, make sure 
processes are in place to ensure 
employee money is deposited 
within DOL timelines. Keep in 
mind that employer matching/
profit sharing contributions do not 
follow the same deposit guidelines. 
The plan document will spell out 
when the employer contribution is 
required.

Failure to include/exclude 
employee compensation: 
Every plan document states a 
compensation definition for the 
plan. Whether it be 415 or W-2, the 
plan sponsor must be sure that the 
proper employee compensation 
is utilized for testing and/or 
contributions. Failure to follow 
the compensation guidelines may 
result in failed testing and further 
alteration within the Voluntary 

Correction Program provided by 
the IRS. This part of the document 
should be addressed during 
fiduciary reviews and/or plan 
document audits.

Paying expenses from the plan 
that are not eligible from plan 
assets: Many plans today pass 
along the costs of maintaining 
the workplace retirement plan 
on to the participants within the 
plan. This is a common practice 
throughout the United States 
across all plan sizes/sectors. All 
participating and terminated 
participants with a balance pay 
their portion (spelled out in the 
plan document – pro-rata or per 
capita) for the operations of the 
plan. However, the DOL has divided 
plan expenses into two distinct 
types: “settlor expenses,” which 
are the employer/plan sponsor 
responsibility; and administrative 
expenses, which can be paid from 
the assets within the plan. Expenses 
to establish, terminate or design the 
plan must not be paid through the 
assets via the participants. These 
functionalities are for the benefit 
of the plan, not necessarily the 
participant.

As long as the fees are within 
reason, costs associated for 
compliance, amending documents, 
recordkeeping services and/or 
plan disclosures can be passed to 
the participants within the plan 
through a plan asset debit.
A Final, Best-Practices Thought

As a fiduciary on the plan and 
being legally liable, it is best practice 
for the plan sponsor to work with a 
professional in the industry who can 
help manage the plan complexities 
referenced. The IRS provides a lot 
of useful tools, but in the end, the 
onus of plan compliance falls to the 
employer. So make sure there are 
procedures and partnerships that 
protect you and your employees.

Ryan Coole is a Qualified Plan 
Financial Consultant®, Chartered 
Retirement Plans Specialist®, and 
Chartered Financial Consultant® 
for Wheeler Associates in Duluth 
and works with TPA members on the 
association’s 401K program. Ryan can 
be reached at (218) 336-8526.
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Timber
Talk

Federal 
Logger 
Relief 
Package 
Passes

New 
Chippewa 
Supervisor 
Named

A federal relief package for 
loggers totaling $200 million passed 
Congress in late December as part of 
the $1.4 trillion Omnibus Spending 
Bill, and was signed into law by 
President Trump.

The Logger Relief provision was 
championed 
by the Forest 
Resources 
Association, 
American 
Loggers 
Council, and a 

coalition of forest products industry 
groups.

The bill language reads, in part, 
“The Secretary of Agriculture may 
use not more than $200,000,000 to 
provide relief to timber harvesting 
and timber hauling businesses that 
have, as a result of the COVID–19 
pandemic, experienced a loss of not 
less than 10 percent in gross revenue 
during the period beginning on 

Michael Stansberry has been 
named Forest Supervisor on the 

January 1, 2020, and ending on 
December 1, 2020, as compared to 
the gross revenue of that timber 
harvesting or hauling business 
during the same period in 2019.”

Details of how the Department 
of Agriculture will distribute 
the funds wasn’t finalized before 
the change in administrations 
on January 20th. Minnesota Sen. 
Tina Smith queried incoming 
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack 
about the program during his senate 
confirmation hearing in February, 
urging him to enact the relief 
program as soon as possible.

In addition to logger relief, 
the Omnibus Spending Bill also 
contained a provision that make 
forgiven Payroll Protection Plan 
loans non-taxable as income, as well 
as record funding of more than $380 
million for the US Forest service’s 
timber sale program.

Chippewa National Forest, replacing 
Darla Lenz.

Stansberry comes to the 
Chippewa from the Helena-Lewis 
and Clark National Forest in 
Montana, where he was District 
Ranger on the Lincoln District. He 
recently served as Acting Forest 
Supervisor on the Rio Grande 
National Forest, and brings more 
than 25 years of experience to the 
position, working in Nebraska, 
Michigan, and California during 
that time. Stansberry’s work history 
includes extensive experience in 
fire management, from working fire 
lines to serving on a Type I Incident 
Command Team. He has a degree 
in wildlife management from the 
University of Missouri-Columbia.

In addition, Jenn Youngblood 
has been named Deputy Forest 
Supervisor on the Chippewa. 
She comes to the forest from the 
USFS’s Eastern Region, where she 
served as special assistant to the 
regional forester for tribal relations. 
She also served as Acting Deputy 
Forest Supervisor on the Mark 
Twain National Forest in Missouri, 
and as Acting District Ranger 
on the Hiawatha National Forest 
in Michigan. Youngblood has 
undergraduate degrees in registered 
nursing and environmental science.  
She also has a law degree, and 
her work career includes stints in 
law enforcement as a patrol officer 
and as a deputy medical examiner 
investigator near Milwaukee.
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www.zieglercat.com

BEMIDJI 
5426 Highway 71 N 
Bemidji, MN 56601 
866.634.9983

BRAINERD 
3311 Liberty Lane 
Brainerd, MN 56401 
877.829.9850

BUHL 
10081 E Highway 169 
Buhl, MN 55713 
800.446.9795

DULUTH 
210 Garfield Avenue 
Duluth, MN 55802 
800.421.3831

Ziegler CAT offers the 

complete line of Weiler 

forestry equipment to meet 

your job’s needs — from 

core machines that help 

with road building, millyard, 

and reforestation, to 

purpose-built machines that 

harvest, extract, and load. 

We have what you need to 

get the job done, plus the 

service to back it up.  �On-site service
 �Convenient parts ordering
 �Quality equipment for every job
 �Locally owned and operated locations

PROFITABLE  
LOGGING.
SUSTAINABLE  
FORESTRY. 
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LOGGERS OF THE PAST . . .

The Logging 
Camp Auditor

by J. C. Ryan

This story is reprinted from an earlier Timber Bulletin–one of the first of “Buzz” 
Ryan’s ever-popular contributions to these pages. The Bulletin will continue to 
reprint selected stories from the memories he recorded for us.–Editor
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LOGGERS OF THE PAST . . .

The Logging Camp Auditor
by J. C. Ryan

During the early days of Minnesota 
logging camps, along the St. Croix and in 
the southern part of the pine region, the 
camp foreman was timekeeper and 
ordered all the supplies. Most orders for 

supplies were made only once or twice 
during the logging season, and the tote 
teamster brought the supplies to camp at 
regular intervals.

When a man quit or left camp, the fore-

man would write out a slip showing how 
many days he had worked and the rate of 
pay less his wanigan account. He would 
take this slip to the company office and 
get his pay either in cash or check.

Very few men left before the end of the 
season so very few slips were made out by 
the foreman until the camp broke in the 
spring and the walking boss on his trips 
from camp to camp went over the supply 
list with the foreman and helped with the 
supply orders.

However, by the 1880s, when the camps 
were larger, most camps of 50 men or 
more had a clerk who tended the wani-
gan, did whatever book work was done, 
ordered the supplies, kept the men’s time 
and made out their checks when they left 
camp.

With the coming of the workman’s 
compensation law and accident reports, 
the clerk’s job became very important 
and he was kept quite busy on paper-
work.

For many years the foreman had a free 
hand in determining the cost of the oper-
ation. The only figures the logging com-
panies wanted were the total cost of the 
logging operation – and the cheaper the 
total the better the foreman.

Snow conditions, miles of roads, etc. all 
figured into the total cost per thousand of 
the entire winter’s work. However, by the 
time of the First World War in 1914 some 
of the officials of the companies started to 
figure cost of different phases of the log-
ging operation and most of the larger 
companies developed a distribution of 
labor record in which the camp clerk 
recorded daily what each man was work-
ing at so as to determine the costs of each 
phase of the logging operation.

These costs were on cutting, skidding, 
hauling, feeding and every type of work 
performed during the operation of the 
camp. This greatly added to the work of 
the camp clerk, as he sometimes had to 
visit the crews in the woods in order to 
check on where the men were working. 
However, as a rule the straw bosses in 
charge of the crews would report to the 
clerk each evening on their men.

To cope with the added work of the 
camp clerk and to explain the working of 

Skidding with dray north of Two Harbors, unloading near Brimson, both 1910.
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Hedstrom Lumber Co., Inc.
1504 Gunflint Trail

Grand Marais, Minnesota

BUYING LOGS:
Red and White Pine, 
Spruce and Balsam 

Deliveries accepted at:
Mill Site

Grand Marais, Minn.
FutureWood

South Range, Wis.
Kirscher Transport Yard

Virginia, Minn.

For specifications and a contract call:

MN/WI Area - Doug Magee
218-349-9241

Iron Range Area - Jeff Elliott 
218-750-2700

Canada - Jack Erickson
807-627-8826

Visit our website:
www.hedstromlumber.com

GOOD 
BUSINESS.

WHAT’S RIGHT IS JUST
WHEN DOING

° BUSINESS/CORPORATE LAW °

›› John Gasele  ›› Robert Kanuit
 ›› Paul Loraas  ›› Daniel Maddy

›› David Pritchett  ›› Adam Sullivan

We have an attorney for you.

fryberger.com
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the labor distribution system, most of the 
companies hired auditors to visit the 
camps at regular intervals and audit the 
books of the camp clerks.

At first it meant explaining the system 
to the clerks and then auditing the labor 
distribution sheets as well as all the 
books of the camp clerks. Most of these 
auditors had been clerks for a number of 
years and knew all the duties involved. 
In fact, the auditors were more or less the 
supervisors of the clerks and had much to 
do with the hiring or placing of the clerks 
in the camps.

For many years the clerks had been 
under the supervision of the camp fore-
men, and some of the foremen resented 
the fact that they did not have supervi-
sion over the clerks. Some hard feelings 
developed because of this.

While the distribution of labor sheets 
did bring about a lot of figures for the 
experts in the main offices of the compa-
nies to play with. I doubt very much if it 
brought about any more efficiency in the 
logging operation. However, the regular 
visits of the auditors did bring about a 
more uniform check on the clerks with 
the result that a better type of camp clerk 
developed.

It was only the larger logging compa-
nies which operated a number of camps 
that had traveling clerk auditors. Some of 
the auditors I remember included Gus 
Broman of the International Lumber Co., 
who worked in the 1916 to 1920 period in 
the camps east of Northome, and Johnie 
Letourneau, who worked the Crookston 
Lumber Company camps in the Kelliher 
area.

The combined Weyerhaeuser Compa-
nies of Cloquet, who operated up to 25 
camps some winters, employed two audi-
tors. Tommy Lightfoot from Cloquet and 
Louis McDonald of Duluth were two of 
them. The Virginia and Rainy Lake Com-
pany, which operated many camps out of 
Cussin, had at least two auditors. The 
ones I remember best were two named 
Johnson and Campaigne. Johnson made 
regular trips to the camps, while Cam-
paigne only made trips to the camps 
about once a year, as his job was more or 
less the supplying of the camps and 
informing the clerks on the methods of 
ordering.

James Hallinan of Duluth was one of 
the men who set up the distribution of 
labor forms for the Cloquet Companies 
and made regular trips to the camps to 
audit these forms. 

The regular camp auditors made their 
rounds to the camps about once a month 
and they would spend a day or two going 
over all the forms and book work. During 
slack times when only a few camps would 
be running, these auditors would be back 
clerking in the camps.

The logging camp clerk auditor was not 
a part of the early logging operations, but 
of the later days of the logging camps.

Above: A group of “jacks” near Northome, 1916. Below: A small jobber camp near Deer River, 1910. 
Note the log construction; building with doors open is blacksmith shop.

From left: Two camp clerks for Cloquet Lumber Co., Rollie Cibert and Otto Ottoson by boarding car 
at Stroud, 1924: Al Johnson, camp auditor for Virginia and Rainy Lake Company: Bob Gratton, clerk 
at Camp 115, Northern Lumber Co., 1922.
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Bolts Wanted 
 

• Tamarack, aspen, hybrid poplar, white pine, red pine, 
jack pine, spruce, balsam fir 

 
• 100” length  

 
• 5” minimum diameter inside the bark (“dib”) for spruce 

and balsam fir.  5.5” minimum dib red pine.  6” 
minimum dib for all other species.  14” max dib for all 
species. 

 
• Delivered to Browerville mill, or transfer yards in Grand 

Rapids and Bemidji (Consumer Scale Agreements in place 
for all locations) 

 
 
For more information, specifications, and Terms and Conditions of Purchase, please contact: 

michael@maverickwoodproducts.com 
maverickwoodproduct.com 
612-298-1743 
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To serve our readers better, the Timber 
Bulletin offers free classified ads of 
up to 85 words to all members and 
associate members of the Minnesota 
Timber Producers Association. All ads 
must be submitted in writing to the 
Association office. The MTPA assumes 
no responsibility for ad contents and 
accepts free ads on a first-come, first-
served basis within space limitations.
________________________________
HELP WANTED________________________________
Truck driver, full time, year 
around, hauling tree-length wood 
in Southeast Texas, experience 
preferred. 409-489-0113
________________________________
WANTED________________________________

Barrel stave logs – White Oak and 
Burr Oak butt cuts 12-inch diameter 

and up – random lengths
For more information call

Robert Staggemeier at
Staggemeyer Stave Co. Inc.

Caledonia, MN 55921
Office: 507-724-3395
Cell: 608-792-75983

________________________________
FOR SALE________________________________

1987 D4H CAT, 6 way blade with 
brush rake and Esco Log Grapple. 

Good condition. $25,000
Call: 218-353-7403 and 

or leave message.

Classifieds

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Cass Forest Products .................................................12
Choice Insurance  ...................................................... 11
Compeer .....................................................................21
Don Dens Sales ............................................................5
Duluth Sign ................................................................27
Fryberger Law Firm. .................................................27
Great Lakes Trailers ..................................................18
Hancock Fabrication Inc.............................................5
Hedstrom Lumber Co...............................................27
Klinner Insurance ........................................................4
Lunemann Equipment Co........................................13
Maverick Wood Products LLC ................................29
McCoy Construction & Forestry .............................31
Mid-States Equipment ................................................4
Nelson Wood Shims ..................................................17
North America Supply .............................................12
Northern Timberline Equipment ..............................7
Otis-Magie Insurance Agency .................................15
Pomp’s Tire ................................................................ 11
Rice Blacksmith Saw & Machine.............................19
Schaefer Enterprises ....................................................6
Titan Machinery ..........................................................2
Wallingford’s ........................................................21, 32
Wheeler Associates ...................................................22
Ziegler .........................................................................25

TIMBER BULLETIN Subscription Order

Make checks payable to:
TPA Services, Inc., 903 Medical Arts Bldg., 324 W. Superior St., Duluth, MN 55802

Note: Existing subscriptions will continue at their current rate until they expire.

Please send my GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to the Minnesota Timber Bulletin (six issues
per year) to be sent to the name below. Payment is enclosed for:

� 1 year $20  � 2 years $33  � 3 years $45
Please type or print clearly.

NAME ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________

CITY _____________________________STATE ____________ZIP____________

Please ENTER my subscription to the Minnesota Timber Bulletin (six issues per
year). Payment is enclosed for:

� 1 year $25  � 2 years $40  � 3 years $55
Please type or print clearly.

NAME ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________

CITY _____________________________STATE ____________ZIP____________

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION ____________________________________________

Equipment For Sale 
2007 Tigercat X822C  

Feller Buncher 

2005 Tigercat 620C Skidder 

2005 Komatsu PC200LC 
Delimber with ProPac 

2013 Hood 24000 Slasher 

2005 Chevy 4500 4x4 Crew Cab 
Service Truck Duramax 

Call Dave at 218-380-9783
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STABILITY PLUS 
CAPABILITY
WINNING AN UPHILL BATTLE.

CALL US TODAY!
Bemidji, MN 
218-759-1996 

Duluth, MN 
218-722-7456

Grand Rapids, MN
218-326-9427

Ashland, WI
715-682-5522

Chippewa Falls, WI
715-834-2924 

Merrill, WI
715-536-0633

Escanaba, MI
906-789-9054

mccoycf.com

With factory-installed shovel logger and directional 
feller configurations, the new 959ML is designed to 
handle steep-slope applications. Factory-available
slope-monitoring system and four-point seat harness 
plus a “tether-ready” field kit make it easier to harvest 
logs in areas once thought to be impassable.

THERE’S NO STOPPING YOU.
MyMcCoy 
CUSTOMER PORTAL
Manage your business 24/7/365

SIGN UP AT MCCOYCF.COM AND 
START MANAGING YOUR ACCOUNT! 
Click on MyMcCOY on our website to access this  
self-service site today!

VIEW/PAY INVOICES

ORDER PARTS

REQUEST SERVICES

BROWSE USED EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT SALES  |  RENTALS  |  SERVICE  |  PARTS  |  TECHNOLOGY



Veriga is marketed in North America by Wallingford's Inc.

Veriga, one of the largest global 
manufacturers of tire chains and 
forestry tracks has an expansive 
production program and has a 
prominent European presence in 
the forestry industry. Since 1922, 
Veriga has used only the best raw 
materials. They have an advanced 
manufacturing facility, including 
cutting edge heat treatment with 
an oil quenching process, resulting 
in products the user will find to be 
both functional and durable.

Call or check out our new  
website for more information

Proud sponsor  
of the ALC

VerigaFOREST chains and GreenTRACKS are intended 
for use in the most demanding conditions providing 
superior grip and stability. Manufactured from special 
alloy steel and quenched with oil, not water, results in 
an improved hardness profile and maximal life span.

U-PROTECTW-TRACK

800-323-3708 | www.wallingfords.com 

SUPER STIFT


